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Expansive 
Green Field
- Low to medium energy and noise
- Sheilds from light and noise under 
bridge
- Encourages lingering and 
socializing
- Serves as a “front yard” for 
adjacent apartments

Layout Concept:

Creative Space
- Fluctuating energy and noise 
dependent on use and time
- Activated by wood shop during 
the day and concerts at night
- Can expand into next section to 
the right for large events

Active Play Zone
- Higher energy and noise
- Multiple vantage points for observation
- Smooth ground with so� play surface

Gathering + 
Social Area

- Medium energy and noise
- Flexible seating and layout
- A ractive to passers-by

Bright

AccessibleComfortable

GreenFun
Safe, Well-Lit, Secure

Shelter and Seating
Barrier-Free, Welcoming

Extensive PlantingChances to Play

Hidden Treasure is a concept to revitalize the space under a freeway bridge on the border between Frederiksberg and 
the Nørrebro neighborhood of Copenhagen. The concept re-imagines the space as a local hub for cultural activities 
and play, enhanced by a fantasy underwater theme. The area becomes a destination for locals, with word-of-mouth 
spreading the word to the rest of the metro area.

The design includes solutions targeting fi ve key areas: lighting, play structures, seating, plants, and accessibility. The 
bridge is used for shade, shelter, and as a key element in the design. Both custom and off -the-shelf solutions are used 
to control costs and construction time. Special consideration was given to ensuring the space was welcoming for 
women and girls. Modifi cations include moving existing structures, adding new ones, traffi  c-calming actions, and a 
rebranding.

Analysis of the site focused on observations and data collection performed by all members of the class. Once these 
observations were collected and shared, I proceeded to distill them into my fi ve key ideas. From there, I explored what 
succeeded in the current design and where improvements would be most eff ective. At fi rst, I a� empted to keep all 
existing structures in their existing position, but it became clear that moving them would be benefi cial. A� er a few 
experimental layouts, I se� led on the current site plan. Feedback from classmates suggested that I remove the western 
access road and combine it into the front lawn area. This led to the fi nal layout shown here.

In addition to the site plan, I designed an improved lighting scheme to make the site feel safer at night. I also wanted 
to use lights and overhead elements for theming and wayfi nding. This led to the combination of utility lights and 
decorative lights seen in the lighting plan. I also expanded existing light implementations, like the upward-facing lights 
that use the bridge structure as a diff user, to the rest of the space.
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Terrain:

Features:

Cobblestone
Stone road
Flagstone
Asphalt

Tables and benches Bridge Column
Trash cans (magnified)

Bike Rack (magnified)

Rubber play surface
Grass / Sod

Coworking 
space

Art Studio

Glass
 House

Pop’s

Street Society

The Garage
and Stage

Wood
Shop

Bar

Toilets

Nordre Fansavej

Ågade

Actual location:

Nigh�ime Lighting
Enhanced 
under-bridge 
lighting

Streetlights

Coralline light 
structure

Swirling Lights

Wave-inspired 
guiding lights

Gem-shaped lights
Gold coin lights

The additional lighting is intend
ed to increase visibility and per
cieved safety, as well as enhance 
the theming of the area. Lights 
turn on at dusk and remain on 
until dawn or as needed.

Surface Matierials:

Cobblestone Stone Road Paving Stones Grass Poured-in-Place Rubber


